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Lecture #3.2 – Images, graphics 
and drawing on canvas 	
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What is a canvas?	

•  To put it simply, it’s a rectangular area in a web page.	

•  Once you have added a <canvas> element to your 

page, you can use JavaScript to manipulate it any way 
you want. 	

– You can add graphics, lines, and text to it; you can draw on 

it; and you can even add advanced animations to it.	

•  The HTML5 Canvas API supports the same 2D 

drawing operations that most modern operating 
systems and frameworks support. 	


•  To programmatically use a canvas, you have to first 
get its context. 	

– You can then perform actions on the context and finally 

apply those actions to the context. 	
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Canvas coordinates	
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Browser support	
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Source: http://caniuse.com/#search=canvas 	




Browser support	

•  More current sources state that all latest versions of 

contemporary browsers (incl. IE9) support the 
<canvas> element.	


•  If you still need help making it work for earlier 
versions of IE, check 
http://code.google.com/p/explorercanvas/ 	


•  In summary, although the use of the <canvas> 
element is ever growing, consider it as a fall-back 
strategy.	
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Transformations	

•  Transformations are considered best practice for more 

complex canvas operations; they are critical to 
understanding the HTML5 Canvas API’s complex 
capabilities.	


•  You can think of the transformation system as a 
modification layer that sits between the commands you 
issue and the output on the canvas display. 	

–  This modification layer is always present, even if you choose not 

to interact with it.	


•  Transformations can be applied sequentially, combined, and 
modified at will. 	

–  Every drawing operation is passed through the modification 

layer to be modified before it appears on the canvas.	
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Transformations	

•  A key 

recommendation 
for reusable code is 
that you usually 
want to draw at the 
origin (coordinate 
0,0) and apply 
transformations – 
scale, translate, 
rotate, and so forth 
– to modify your 
drawing code into 
its final appearance, 
as shown on the 
right.	
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A simple example	

•  Drawing lines and rectangles 	

•  Live at http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/canvas_simple_drawing.html 	
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Another example	

•  Drawing a simple logo 	

•  Live at http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/logo.html 	


–  Variant (with a gradient): 
http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/logo_gradient.html  	
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Getting help from libraries	


•  Drawing logos line by line, shape by shape, isn’t 
exactly fun (or effective).	


•  For serious HTML5 canvas graphics, consider 
using libraries such as:	

– RGraph: http://www.rgraph.net/ 	

– MooTools: http://forvar.de/js/mcl/index.html 	

–  jCanvaScript: http://jcscript.com/ 	
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Example	

•  Bar graph example using Rgraph 	

•  Live at: http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/rgraph_bar_example.html 	
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Example	

•  Bar graph example using Rgraph 	

•  Live at: http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/rgraph_bar_example.html 	
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Another example	

•  Bar graph with data from HTML 	

•  Live at: http://media.pragprog.com/titles/bhh5/code/html5canvasgraph/canvas_graph.html	


•  Includes hard-coded fallback function divGraph() for browsers that don’t 
support the <canvas> element – and therefore cannot execute 
canvasGraph().	
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Learn more about it	


•  The HTML5 <canvas> element and Canvas API 
are rich enough to deserve an entire book…	


•  … covering their foundations.	


•  http://rawkes.com/foundationcanvas 	
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Learn more about it	


•  Another book focusing primarily on the HTML5 
<canvas> element and Canvas API	

–  http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920013327.do 	
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